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In this paper we consider an approach to passive learning. In contrast to the classical PAC model
we do not assume that the examples are independently drawn according to an underlying distribution,
but that they are generated by a time-driven process. We define deterministic and probabilistic learning
models of this sort and investigate the relationships between them and with other models. The fact
that successive examples are related can often be used to gain additional information similar to the
information gained by membership queries. We show how this can be used to design on-line prediction
algorithms. In particular, we present efficient algorithms for exactly identifying Boolean threshold
functions and 2-term RSE, and for learning 2-term-DNF, when the examples are generated by a random
walk on {0, 1}n . C© 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
1. INTRODUCTION
In the classical PAC model as introduced by Valiant in [17], information about the unknown target
concept is available through labeled examples which are independently drawn. The assumption of inde-
pendence is essential for almost every analysis of PAC learning algorithms. In practice this assumption
is often violated. In many cases there is a time-driven process which generates the examples and suc-
cessive examples differ only slightly. For instance, observations of many physical processes, such as
the trajectory of a robot, have this feature. Situations like these can be modeled by stochastic processes.
On the other hand stochastic processes are general enough to cover the sampling strategy in the PAC
model as well.
The first to consider PAC learning in such a setting were Aldous and Vazirani in [1]. They studied
the performance of a certain class of prediction algorithm that sees examples generated by a reversible
Markov chain. It is easy to show that their results are only applicable to a prediction algorithm that
predicts using functions from a very simple class (one that has VC-dimension no more than one). In
[8] Freund et al. defined a specific learning model for deterministic finite automata (DFAs) which uses
incremental changes. In their model a random walk follows the state graph of the automaton. It is shown
that in this setting most DFAs are learnable without queries.
In this paper, we consider a general model where the examples are not necessarily independent and
no queries are allowed. The examples are generated by a stochastic process. We shall show that looking
at the changes between successive examples can sometimes give information similar to the information
of membership queries. Since the examples come sequentially we use an on-line mistake bound model.
As has been shown by Blum (see [4]) this model is more demanding than the classical PAC model in
the case of independent examples.
We define several variants of this model in deterministic and stochastic settings, compare these
models, and relate them to classical learning models. Moreover we present applications of these models
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on the Boolean hypercube when the process generating the examples is a random walk, i.e., successive
examples differ by no more than one bit. In particular, we develop efficient algorithms for exactly
identifying Boolean threshold functions and 2-term ring-sum-expansions (2-term RSE) and for learning
2-term disjunctive-normal-forms (2-term-DNF). All these classes are not properly learnable in the PAC
model but they are in the query model. Hence we present for the first time algorithms for learning such
concepts in a passive learning model with a polynomial number of mistakes.
Since the first version of this paper was written, a number of authors (including Campi and Kumar [5],
Najarian et al. [16], Modha and Masry [15], and Bartlett and Baxter [3]) have considered learning
problems with mixing assumptions on the stochastic process generating the data. Their work goes
beyond the learning problems studied in this paper, since it is also concerned with problems in which
the decisions taken by the learner depend on the previous history of examples.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the notation and define the learning
models. In Section 3 we discuss relationships between these models and with classical learning models.
Sections 4, 5, and 6 present learning algorithms for Boolean threshold functions, 2-term RSE, and
2-term DNF, respectively.
2. DEFINITIONS
Let n be a positive integer and Xn = {0, 1}n . Suppose Fn and Hn are classes of {0, 1}-valued functions
defined on Xn . Let X = ∪∞n=1 Xn , F = ∪∞n=1 Fn , and H = ∪∞n=1 Hn .
We assume that the elements of X , F , and H are represented using an appropriate language that is
polynomial-time decidable, such that some polynomial-time algorithm can compute f (x) and h(x) for
any x ∈ X , f ∈ F , and h ∈ H .
Denote S = X ×{0, 1} and S∗ = ∪t∈IN St , the sample space. For an infinite sequence x = (x1, x2, . . .)
of values in Xn , a function f in Fn , and a positive integer t , define the length t sample generated from
x by f as
samt (x, f ) = (x1, f (x1), . . . , xt , f (xt )).
A learning algorithm for F works as follows: Let f ∈ F be the target concept. At each time t it has
an intermediate hypothesis ht ∈ H . If the unlabeled example xt is presented, then the algorithm predicts
ht (xt ). Afterward the correct label f (xt ) is revealed (where f ∈ F) and the algorithm may update its
hypothesis. We shall call F and H the target and hypothesis class, respectively. A deterministic learning
algorithm using H defines a function from S∗ to H , such that the value of the function for a length t
sample is the intermediate hypothesis of the algorithm after f (xt ) is presented. For such an algorithm
A, we use the same symbol A to denote this function; the meaning is always clear from the context. In
one of the models of learning defined below, the algorithm also takes as input a parameter ε ∈ (0, 1).
This parameter specifies the desired performance of the algorithm. We say that a learning algorithm is
polynomial time if its running time for computing a single prediction is bounded by a polynomial in the
size of the description of one example and (if applicable) in 1/ε.
Suppose x = (x1, x2, . . .) ∈ X IN is an infinite sequence of values in Xn , f is a function in Fn , and A is
a deterministic learning algorithm for F . If A takes as input a parameter ε, define the mistake indicator
function
MtA, f (ε, x) =
{
1 if A(ε, samt−1(x, f ))(xt ) = f (xt )
0 otherwise.
If A does not take an input parameter, MtA, f (x) is defined analogously. A randomized learning algorithm
A for F is a learning algorithm that also takes as input a random bit string. In this case, the mistake
indicator function MtA, f (ε, x) (or MtA, f (x), as appropriate) is defined as the probability over all random
bit strings that the algorithm misclassifies xt ,
MtA, f (ε, x) = Pr(A(ε, samt−1(x, f ))(xt ) = f (xt )).
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In order to model dependent sampling we will restrict the sequences x to certain classes of infinite
sequences. For each n ∈ IN , letXn ⊂ X INn be the set of legal sequences of values in Xn , and letX = ∪∞n=1
Xn . Such a restriction might force successive examples to be similar in some way. For example, define
Wn ⊂ X INn to be the set of all walks through Xn = {0, 1}n with the usual topology. That is, for all
x = (x1, x2, . . .) ∈ Wn , the Hamming distance between xi and xi+1 is no more than 1 for all i ∈ IN .
We consider two models of learning. The first is a worst-case deterministic model in which we require
the learning algorithm to make few mistakes for all samples generated by a function in Fn from any
legal sequence x ∈Xn .
DEFINITION 2.1 (Mistake bound model). Suppose A is an algorithm for F using hypothesis class H .
For n ∈ IN , x ∈ Xn , and f ∈ Fn , define NA, f (x) as the number of mistakes that A makes on the sample
generated by the function f on the example sequence x , i.e.,
NA, f (x) =
∞∑
t=1
MtA, f (x),
provided the sum converges. Define the mistake bound of A for Fn on a setXn ⊂ X INn of legal sequences
as
ˆNA,Fn ,Xn = maxf ∈Fn maxx∈Xn NA, f (x),
provided the maxima exist.
We say that F is mistake bound learnable from X by H if there is a polynomial time algorithm A
such that ˆN A,Fn ,Xn is bounded by a polynomial in n.
Notice that mistake bound learning from Xn = X INn is equivalent to Littlestone’s learning model
presented in [13]. In Sections 4, 5, and 6, we consider mistake bound learning from walks on the
Boolean cube; i.e., Xn = Wn .
In the second learning model that we consider, the sequences x are the sample paths of discrete-time
stochastic processes. For n ∈ IN , let Pn be some class of stochastic processes with sample paths in Xn ,
and let P = ∪∞n=1 Pn . If ξ :Xn → IR is a function, we denote the expectation of ξ (x) under P ∈Pn by
IE x∈P (ξ (x)) or IE P (ξ ). Similarly, if  is an event, we denote the probability under P that x is in  by
Prx∈P ().
In the bounded mistake rate model, defined below, we require the learning algorithm to make mistakes
only on a small proportion of the examples in a finite random sample. This model is interesting in learning
functions defined on an infinite domain, where often one cannot hope to bound the total number of
mistakes. The algorithm is allowed to make mistakes more frequently in the beginning, but after some
time t0 the desired mistake bound has to be achieved.
DEFINITION 2.2 (Bounded mistake rate model). Suppose A is an algorithm for F using hypothesis
class H that takes as input a parameter ε ∈ (0, 1). Let n, t ∈ IN . Define the expected worst-case mistake
rate
ˆM A,Fn ,Pn (ε, t) = supf ∈Fn
sup
P∈Pn
IE x∈P
(
MtA, f (ε, x)
)
.
We say that F is learnable from P by H in the bounded mistake rate model if there is a polynomial
time algorithm A such that, for all ε > 0 and all n ∈ IN , there is a t0 ∈ IN such that for all t ≥ t0 one has
ˆM A,Fn ,Pn (ε, t) < ε, and t0 is bounded by a polynomial in n and 1/ε. Define
ˆMA,Fn ,Pn (t) = inf
{
ε ∈ (0, 1) : ˆM A,Fn ,Pn (ε, t) < ε
}
.
Between the mistake bound model and the bounded mistake rate model, one could also define a
probabilistic mistake bound model in which the sequences are sample paths of discrete-time stochastic
processes, and the learning algorithm must, with high probability, make few mistakes on the sample.
We will refer to this model again in Section 6.
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Define Piid,n as the class of independently identically distributed (iid) stochastic processes (that is,
if x = (x1, x2, . . .) each xi is chosen independently according to some distribution on Xn). Bounded
mistake rate learning from Piid,n is equivalent to the model of learning introduced by Haussler et al.
[10] (except that they ignored issues of computational complexity). Notice that Piid,n corresponds to a
stochastic process that is a random walk on a complete graph.
In this paper, we concentrate on the uniform random walk on the Boolean cube Xn = {0, 1}n , for
which Xn = Wn and Pn =Pwalk,n is the class of stochastic processes for which
Pr(xt = v | x1, . . . , xt−1) =
{ 1
n+1 if ham(v, xt−1) ≤ 1
0 otherwise,
where v ∈ Xn and the Hamming distance ham(v, xt−1) is the number of bits in v and xt−1 that differ.
For applications, the form of the representation of the hypothesis is often essential. For example, one
might be looking for a representation which allows a hardware implementation of a specific type. In
some cases the intermediate hypotheses can be chosen from the target class. We call this proper on-line
learning. The learning algorithm for Boolean threshold functions given in Section 4 is an example of
a proper learning algorithm. In many cases the intermediate hypotheses used by on-line algorithms
do not meet this requirement. For example, in the applications in Sections 5 and 6 the hypotheses are
represented by a multiple nested case distinction. It is not clear whether these can be represented in
the same syntactic form as the target concept. There are, however, situations where one can at least
check whether the current hypothesis is equivalent to the target concept. If one can then also produce a
representation of the target concept we shall speak of exact learning. The following definition applies
to both models.
DEFINITION 2.3. An on-line learning algorithm for F from X is exact if the following condition
holds: for each x ∈X and for each t ∈ IN the algorithm can determine after example t whether there
is more than one concept in F which it cannot rule out as a possible target concept. Moreover, if the
algorithm determines after example t that only one possible target concept f ∈ F is left, then it can
compute the representation of f in polynomial time. In this case F is called exactly learnable.
Note that even if F is exactly learnable, there may be sequences of examples which hide some
information from the algorithm. Then exact identification with this sample sequence might not be
possible, even by an exact algorithm. An exact algorithm will recognize this and know that it may be
forced to make another mistake. The definition might be relaxed to require only that the algorithm can
determine if all but one concept can be ruled out after some time t0. Obviously, exact learnability implies
this weaker notion.
3. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LEARNING MODELS
In this section, we compare the learning models defined above and relate them to other popular
models.
The following theorem shows that a polynomial time algorithm for mistake bound learning can be
used to construct a polynomial time algorithm for learning in the bounded mistake rate model, provided
the stochastic processes in P are stationary.
DEFINITION 3.1. If Xn ⊂ X INn and P is a discrete-time stochastic process on Xn , we say that P is
stationary if, for all k ∈ IN , for all t1, . . . , tk ∈ IN , and for all τ ∈ IN , the cumulative distribution functions
under P of the random elements (xt1 , xt2 , . . . , xtk ) and (xt1+τ , xt2+τ , . . . , xtk+τ ) are identical.
Note that the sampling process of the PAC model is an iid stochastic process and is clearly stationary.
Also, the uniform random walk on the Boolean cube for which the initial distribution on Xn is uniform
(that is, Pr(x1 = y) = 1/|Xn| for all y ∈ Xn) is stationary.
THEOREM 3.1. Let P be a class of stationary stochastic processes. If F is mistake bound learnable
from P by algorithm Amb then F is learnable from P in the bounded mistake rate model. Furthermore,
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there is an algorithm Ambr with ˆM Ambr ,Fn ,Pn (t) < ε for
t ≥
⌈
ˆN Amb,Fn ,Xn
ε
⌉
.
This theorem generalizes results of Littlestone [14] and Helmbold and Warmuth [11].
Proof. Define the notation subi, j (x) = (xi , xi+1, . . . , x j ) for x ∈ X IN and i, j ∈ IN . Suppose Amb is
a polynomial time algorithm for learning F in the mistake bound model. (The subscript mb stands for
mistake bound.) We will construct a polynomial time randomized algorithm Abmr that uses Amb to learn
F in the bounded mistake rate model. (The subscript bmr stands for bounded mistake rate.) For any
ε ∈ (0, 1), Abmr chooses l uniformly on {1, . . . , m0}, where
m0 =
⌈
ˆN Amb,Fn ,Xn
ε
⌉
.
For t ≥ m0, the algorithm takes a sample samt (x, f ), passes the last l labeled examples, subt−l+1,t
(samt (x, f )), to Amb, and returns Amb’s hypothesis.
Using the stationarity of P ,
IE x∈P
(
MtAbmr , f (ε, x)
) = ∫
x∈Xn
1
m0
m0∑
l=1
MlAmb, f (subt−l+1,t (x)) d P(x)
=
∫
x∈Xn
1
m0
m0∑
l=1
MlAmb, f (sub1,l(x)) d P(x)
=
∫
x∈Xn
1
m0
m0∑
l=1
MlAmb, f (x) d P(x)
≤ ˆNAmb,Fn ,Xn
/
m0
≤ ε.
Since any stochastic process inPiid,n is stationary, this also shows that efficient learning in Littlestone’s
mistake bound model (that is, mistake bound learning withXn = X INn ) is no easier than efficient learning
in Haussler et al.’s prediction model (that is, polynomial time bounded mistake rate learning from
Pn =Piid,n). Results in [9] and [12] imply this relationship for arbitrary X . However, the proof of
Theorem 3.1 does not use the fact that Xn = {0, 1}n , and that theorem is tight, since there are function
classes for which ˆM Fn ,Piid,n (t) = (VCdim(Fn)/t), but ˆN Fn ,X INn = VCdim(Fn), where VCdim(Fn) is the
Vapnik–Chervonenkis dimension of Fn (see [13] and [10]).
It follows from the results above that mistake bound learning is at least as hard as bounded mistake rate
learning from stationary stochastic processes. Furthermore, bounded mistake rate learning is possible
withPn =Piid,n if and only if PAC learning is possible [9]. Blum [4] gives an example of a function class
for which PAC learning is easier than mistake bound learning, given some cryptographic complexity
assumptions. Therefore mistake bound learning is strictly harder than bounded mistake rate learning
with Pn =Piid,n .
The following theorem shows that any function class that is learnable in the bounded mistake rate
model from the uniform distribution is learnable from a uniform random walk. The key observation
is that taking every kth example generated by a uniform random walk is almost the same as sampling
according to the uniform distribution, where k is suitably chosen. Let Un be the uniform distribution on
Xn , so U INn ∈ Piid,n describes a sequence of independent uniformly distributed random variables.
THEOREM 3.2. If there is a bounded mistake rate learning algorithm A that has ˆM A,Fn ,{U INn }(t) < ε/2,
then there is an algorithm A′ with ˆM A′,Fn ,Pwalk,n (t0) < ε for
t0 = O
(
tn log
tn
ε
)
.
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The proof of Theorem 3.2 uses the fact that the distribution of periodic samples from a random walk
is close to the uniform distribution in total variation distance.
DEFINITION 3.2. If S is a countable set and P and Q are probability distributions on S, the total
variation distance between P and Q is
dT V (P, Q) =
∑
x∈S
|P(x) − Q(x)|.
It is easy to see that dT V (P, Q) = 2 maxA⊂S |P(A) − Q(A)|. Let Un be the uniform distribution on Xn .
Suppose that P is a stochastic process on Xn , k ∈ IN , and x ∈ X INn has positive probability under P; i.e.,
P
{
y ∈ X INn : yi = xi , i = 1, . . . , k
}
> 0.
Then denote by Pk|x the following conditional distribution on Xn
Pk|x (b) = Pry∈P (yk+1 = b | yi = xi , i = 1, 2, . . . , k).
The stochastic process P is said to be γ -close to uniform if, for all k ∈ IN , for all x ∈ X INn , Pk|x is defined
and
dT V (Pk|x , Un) ≤ γ.
The following lemma shows that if a process is close to uniform, the expectation of a bounded function
ξ is close to that under the uniform distribution. The proof is by induction, using Lemma 3 in [2]. In
Lemma 3.2 we will apply this result to the mistake indicator function MtA, f .
LEMMA 3.1. If m ∈ IN , ξ : Xmn → [0, 1], 0 < γ < 1, and P is a stochastic process on Xn that is γ -
close to uniform, then
∣∣IE x∈P (ξ (sub1,m(x))) − IE x∈U mn (ξ (x))∣∣ ≤ mγ /2,
where sub1,m(x) = (x1, . . . , xm).
LEMMA 3.2. Let Pn,γ be the class of stochastic processes on Xn that are γ -close to uniform.
If ˆM Fn ,{U INn }(t) < ε/2 and γ < ε/t, then ˆM Fn ,Pn,γ (t) < ε.
Proof. Fix an algorithm A that gives the mistake bound ˆM Fn ,{U INn }(t) ≤ ε/2. Fix any f ∈ Fn and
P ∈Pn,γ . By Lemma 3.1, IE P (MtA, f ) ≤ IEUn (MtA, f ) + tγ /2 < ε.
The following lemma follows trivially from the main result in [6]. It shows that taking every kth
example of a uniform random walk is almost the same as sampling according to uniform distribution,
for suitably chosen k.
LEMMA 3.3. For any uniform random walk P in Pwalk,n and 0 < γ < 1, let Qk be the stochas-
tic process that corresponds to sampling the stochastic process P at every k times steps. That is, if
(x1, x2, . . .) ∈ X INn is a sample path of P, then the corresponding sample path of Qk is (y1, y2, . . .) =
(xk, x2k, . . .). Then Qk is γ -close to uniform for
k ≥ n + 1
4
log
n
log(γ 2/2 + 1) .
Proof (of Theorem 3.2). If A is the algorithm for which ˆM A,Fn ,{U INn }(t) < ε/2, let B be the algo-
rithm that passes every kth example to A and returns A’s hypothesis after that example and
after the subsequent k − 1 examples. That is, it changes hypotheses no more than every kth example.
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If
k ≥ n + 1
4
log
n
γ 2 log(3/2) ,
and γ < ε/t0, where t0 = kt , then Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 imply that ˆM B,Fn ,Pwalk,n(t0) < ε. Setting γ =
ε/(2kt), and using the fact that log(k/(n + 1)) ≤ k/(n + 1), shows that it suffices if
k ≥ n + 1
2
(
log
4nt2
ε2 log(3/2) + 2log(n + 1)
)
.
So t0 = O(tn log(tn/ε)) will suffice.
Theorem 3.2 can be generalized to relate the mistake rate for any rapidly mixing stochastic process
to the mistake rate for the stationary distribution of that process. This idea is used in [3] to give uniform
convergence results for functions of a rapidly mixing Markov chain.
4. LEARNING BOOLEAN THRESHOLD FUNCTIONS
In this section we develop an algorithm for properly learning Boolean threshold functions in the
mistake bound model. The idea behind the algorithms in this section and the next sections is as follows:
the prediction of the label l of the next example is made in such a way that an error always increases
our knowledge about the target concept. The examples are generated by a walk along the edges of
the Boolean cube; i.e., X = Wn . (Notice that the example sequence can be any walk in Wn; we do not
assume any probabilistic process in the mistake bound model.)
We consider the class BTF of Boolean threshold functions. This class contains concepts fw,τ : Xn →
{0, 1}, with w = (w1, . . . , wn) ∈ {0, 1}n and τ an integer, satisfying
fw,τ (x1, . . . , xn) =
{
1 if w1x1 + · · · + wn xn ≥ τ
0 if w1x1 + · · · + wn xn < τ.
We describe an algorithm that makes predictions in such a way that whenever it predicts incorrectly on
some example, that example defines a constraint on the decision boundary. These constraints correspond
to linearly independent points in an (n + 1)-dimensional space. This leads to the mistake bound. The
fact that the example sequence is a walk ensures that every mistake reveals an independent point on the
decision boundary.
Let Y t = (yt1, . . . , yti , . . . , ytn) be the example of the walk presented at time t , let ˆl t be the prediction
made by our algorithm, and let l t be the correct label. In order to distinguish the variables xi from an
assignment we use the letter yi for the latter. The weights and threshold for the target function are w
and τ . Given a set V of vectors, span(V ) denotes the vector space spanned by V .
Define Algorithm A as follows. For the first example, the algorithm predicts ˆl1 = 0. Whether this
prediction is correct or not, for t ≥ 2 the algorithm predicts ˆl t = l t−1 until it makes a mistake; i.e., ˆl t = l t .
At this point we know that the following equations hold.
w · Y t−1 − τ = l t−1 − 1,
w · Y t − τ = −l t−1.
So after this mistake, A initializes a set S of linearly independent vectors which correspond to these
equations,
S = {(Y t−1, −1, 1 − l t−1), (Y t , −1, l t−1)}.
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For subsequent examples, the algorithm uses the equations corresponding to the elements of S to make
its predictions. Each time it makes a mistake, a new vector is added to S. Specifically, for an example
Y t , Algorithm A predicts as follows.
IF (Y t , −1, l t−1) ∈ span(S)
THEN predict ˆl t = 1 − l t−1
ELSE predict ˆl t = l t−1
IF l t = ˆl t
THEN add (Y t , −1, l t−1) to S.
The following result shows that the vectors in S correspond to a set of linearly independent equations
in w and τ . Thus, if set S contains n + 1 vectors we can compute the corresponding unique solution for
w and τ describing the target concept fw,τ in BTF.
LEMMA 4.1. For all (Y, −1, l) in S, (w, τ, 1) · (Y, −1, l) = 0. Furthermore, S is a linearly indepen-
dent set.
Proof. Clearly, the first two elements added to S are linearly independent, and after that any
(Y t , −1, l t−1) added to S is not in span(S), so S is a linearly independent set. After the first mistake
with t > 1, the algorithm adds (Y t−1, −1, 1 − l t−1) and (Y t , −1, l t−1) to S. Since it made a mistake,
lt = l t−1. Suppose l t−1 = 0. Then w · Y t−1 − τ + 1 = 0 and w · Y t − τ = 0. That is, (w, τ, 1) · z = 0
for all z in S. Similarly for l t−1 = 1. For subsequent mistakes, if ˆl t = l t−1 but l t = ˆl t , it must be that
Y t · w − τ + l t−1 = 0. So any z added to S has (w, τ, 1) · z = 0.
LEMMA 4.2. Algorithm A makes no more than n + 1 mistakes.
Proof. We first show that if (Y t , −1, l t−1) is in the span of S then l t = 1− l t−1, so the algorithm pre-
dicts correctly in that case. Indeed, for an element of span(S) we can write (Y t , −1, l t−1) = ∑z∈S λz z,
where the λz are real numbers. It follows from Lemma 4.1 above that (w, τ, 1) · (Y t , −1, l t−1) =
(w, τ, 1) · ∑z∈S λz z = 0, so w · Y t − τ = −l t−1, and hence l t = 1 − l t−1.
Now, if the algorithm makes a mistake on the first example, it does not change S and so gains no
benefit from that mistake. After the first mistake with t > 1, it adds two elements to S. After that, each
mistake increases the size of S by one. Since S is linearly independent and the dimension of the set
{(Y, −1, l) : Y ∈ {0, 1}n, l ∈ {0, 1}} is n + 1, when S contains n + 1 elements, the algorithm makes no
more mistakes. Hence it can make a total of no more than n + 1 mistakes.
To show that this algorithm properly learns BTF, we must show that ˆl t is generated by a Boolean
threshold function for the points that are within Hamming distance one of Y t−1.
LEMMA 4.3. Let Y ∈ Xn. Any Boolean function defined on a set SY = {Y ′ : ham(Y ′, Y ) ≤ 1} can be
expressed as a threshold function fw,τ with w ∈ {−1, 0, 1}n and τ an integer.
Proof. Any Boolean function g defined on the set S = {0, e1, . . . , en} can be expressed as a threshold
function fw,τ of the required form, where 0 is the zero vector in the Boolean cube, ei = (δi,1, δi,2, . . . , δi,n)
is the unit vector in the i th direction, and δi, j is the Kronecker delta function. Indeed, wi = 2g(ei ) − 1
for i = 1, . . . , n and τ = 1 − g(0) will suffice. Given a function defined on S, and a bijection b between
S and SY , we can transform fw,τ to fw′,τ ′ , so that fw′,τ ′ (x) = fw,τ (b(x)) for all x ∈ SY . Furthermore,
w′ ∈ {−1, 0, 1}n and τ is an integer. To see this, notice that we can represent the bijection b as a
composition of reflections bR,i : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n , where y = bR,i (x) satisfies
yk =
{
xk k = i
1 − xk k = i,
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and swappings bS,i, j : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n , where y = bS,i, j (x) satisfies
yk =


xi k = j
x j k = i
xk otherwise.
It is easy to see that fw′,τ ′ (x) = fw,τ (bR,i (x)) for all x ∈ SY if
w′k =
{
wk k = i
−wk k = i
and τ ′ = τ − 1. Similarly, fw′,τ ′ (x) = fw,τ (bS,i, j (x)) for all x ∈ SY if
w′k =


wi k = j
w j k = i
wk otherwise
and τ ′ = τ . Both transformations leave τ an integer and w′i ∈ {−1, 0, 1}.
THEOREM 4.1. Algorithm A properly learns BTF.
Proof. Since the algorithm always guesses ˆl t = l t when Y t = Y t−1, and it never guesses ˆl t = l t−1 un-
less ˆlt = l t , and l t is a monotone function of Y t , the function describing the algorithm’s guesses is a mono-
tone Boolean function. We will show that any monotone Boolean function on SY = {Y ′ : ham(Y ′, Y ) ≤ 1}
is a Boolean threshold function fw,τ , from which it follows that the algorithm always guesses with a
Boolean threshold function.
Now, given a monotone Boolean function defined on SY , Lemma 4.3 shows that it can be represented
as a threshold function fw,τ with τ an integer and w ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. We will show that it can be expressed
as a Boolean threshold function. Define flipi : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n such that y = flipi (x) satisfies
y j =
{
1 − y j j = i
y j otherwise.
Suppose wi = −1 for some i . Consider the two points Y and flipi (Y ). Suppose Yi = 1 (a similar argument
applies for Yi = 0). Then we must have fw,τ (Y ) ≥ fw,τ (flipi (Y )), by monotonicity. But w · Y − τ =
w · flipi (Y ) − τ − 1, so we must have fw,τ (Y ) = fw,τ (flipi (Y )). Setting
w′j =
{
0 j = i
w j otherwise
and τ ′ = τ + 1 gives fw′,τ ′ (Y ′) = fw,τ (Y ′) for all Y ′ ∈ S with Y ′i = 1, and clearly gives fw′,τ ′ (flipi (Y )) =
fw,τ (flipi (Y )). By performing a similar transformation for any other wi = −1, we can represent the
monotone Boolean function on SY as a Boolean threshold function.
With an adversary strategy one can show that ˆN BTFn ,Wn ≥ n. To this end we consider the walk starting
at the zero vector 0 and then visiting all neighbors ei of 0:
0, e1, 0, e2, . . . , en−1, 0, en.
The target function is fw,τ where τ = 1. The weight vector w is constructed by the adversary as follows:
Assume the first prediction on 0 is correct. If the prediction for the label of ei is l then one sets wi = 1 − l.
Then a mistake is made on all ei , i = 1, . . . , n. Thus, we have
COROLLARY 4.1. BTF is properly mistake bound learnable by BTF from walks in Wn, and n ≤
ˆN BTFn ,Wn ≤ n + 1.
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5. EXACT MISTAKE-BOUND LEARNING OF 2-TERM-RSE
A 2-term RSE is the parity of two monotone monomials; e.g., (x1 ∧ x3) ⊕ (x3 ∧ x4 ∧ x5). It is known
that this class is not properly learnable in the PAC model but learnable using a larger hypothesis class
(see [7]). Our algorithm will use intermediate hypotheses which are not 2-term RSE. We will omit an
explicit definition of this hypothesis class. Instead the hypotheses will be implicitly described in the
algorithms. Basically they are nested case distinctions based on previously gathered information. We
shall see that as the algorithm makes mistakes this information “increases” and, on the other hand, the
number of possible target concepts decreases, until only one is left.
Let X = {x1, . . . , xn} be the set of variables. Let m0 and m1 be (monotone) monomials over X , and
let c = m0 ⊕ m1 be the target concept. We identify a monotone monomial with the set of variables
occurring in it. The variables in m0 ∪ m1 are called relevant. In order to extract information from each
mistake, we define the following sets that will be dynamically updated (at each mistake, precisely one
of these sets is updated):
E(i) is initialized to X for i = 1, . . . , n. Then elements are removed, while the following conditions
are always maintained: If xi occurs in exactly one monomial m j of c, then E(i) ⊇ m j ; if xi occurs in
both monomials then E(i) ⊇ m0 ∩ m1. (E(i) is a superset of the literals that are in all monomials that
xi is in.)
H (i) is initialized to X . Then elements are removed, while the following conditions are always
maintained: If xi occurs in exactly one monomial of c, say in m j , then H (i) ⊇ m1− j ; if xi occurs in
both monomials then H (i) ⊇ m0 ∩ m1. In the first case H (i) is a superset of the monomial that does
not contain xi .
T is initialized to X . Then elements are removed, while the following condition is always main-
tained: T ⊇ (m0 ∩ m1).
R is initialized to X . Then elements are removed, while the following condition is always main-
tained: R ⊇ (m0 ∪ m1). So, R always includes the relevant variables.
V is initialized to ∅. Then elements are inserted, while the following condition is always maintained:
V ⊆ (m0 ∪ m1). So, V is always a subset of the relevant variables.
S is initialized to ∅. Then elements are inserted, while the following condition is always maintained:
S ⊆ (m0 ∩ m1).
Note that 0 ≤ |E(i)|, |H (i)|, |S|, |T |, |V |, |R| ≤ n. We say that E(i) (respectively, H (i)) is satisfied
by example Y t if y j = 1 for all x j ∈ E(i) (respectively x j ∈ H (i)). Our algorithm can face four situations
S1, S2, S3, S4 described in Fig. 1. They are distinguished by the label of the last example and the bit-flip
that creates the next example.
We now describe for each of these situations how the prediction of the next label is made. Later we
show that every mistake leads to an increase in information about c. This is documented by an update
of one of the above sets. In every case, if the variable that flips is not in R (i.e., definitely not relevant)
we predict the previous label and cannot make a mistake. Otherwise the prediction is made according
to the strategy described in Fig. 1. Let Q be one of the above sets and Y = (y1, . . . , yn) ∈ {0, 1}n .
Then we define Q ∩ Y = {xi | xi ∈ Q and yi = 1}, i.e., the set of variables in Q which are satisfied
by Y .
We now show that every mistake results in an update. Refer to Fig. 1.
S1. As c(Y t ) = 1 and yti = 0, we know that Y t satisfies exactly one monomial, say m1, and xi /∈ m1.
Case 1: Suppose first that E(i) is satisfied by Y t+1. If xi is a member of the other monomial m0, then
E(i) ⊇ m0, and hence m0 is satisfied by Y t+1, which implies c(Y t+1) = 0, and the prediction is correct.
Thus a mistake at (1.1) can only occur if xi /∈ m0 ∪ m1, and so xi can be removed from R. Case 2:
Suppose E(i) is not satisfied by Y t+1. If a mistake occurs at (1.2) then m0 must have become satisfied,
whence xi ∈ m0. Then E(i) is a proper superset of m0, and we can remove from E(i) all variables not
satisfied by Y t+1. As all variables in m0 are satisfied, E(i) remains a superset of m0.
S2. As c(Y t ) = 1, we know Y t satisfies exactly one monomial. We claim that prediction (2.1) is
correct if xi ∈ m0 ∪ m1. Indeed, if xi ∈ m0 ∩ m1 then both monomials are not satisfied by Y t+1. If
(w.l.o.g.) xi ∈ m0\m1, then E(i) ⊇ m0. Example Y t satisfies E(i) (and hence m0) but not m1. After
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S1 c(Y t ) = 1, yti = 0 and yt+1i = 1.
IF E(i) is satisfied by Y t+1
(1.1) THEN predict 0; IF mistake: remove xi from R
(1.2) ELSE predict 1; IF mistake: E(i) := E(i) ∩ Y t+1
S2: c(Y t ) = 1, yti = 1 and yt+1i = 0.
IF E(i) is satisfied by Y t
(2.1) THEN predict 0; IF mistake: remove xi from R
ELSE IF H (i) is satisfied by Y t+1
(2.2) THEN predict 1; IF mistake: remove xi from R
(2.3) ELSE predict 0; IF mistake: H (i) := H (i) ∩ Y t+1
S3: c(Y t ) = 0, yti = 0 and yt+1i = 1.
IF there is a j = i , s.t. ytj = 0 and x j ∈ R
THEN IF x j ∈ T
(3.1) THEN predict 0; IF mistake: remove x j from T
ELSE IF H ( j) is satisfied by Y t+1
(3.2) THEN predict 1; IF mistake: remove x j from R
(3.3) ELSE predict 0; IF mistake: H ( j) := H ( j) ∩ Y t+1
(3.4) ELSE predict 0
S4: c(Y t ) = 0, yti = 1 and yt+1i = 0.
IF xi ∈ S
(4.1) THEN predict 0
ELSE IF xi ∈ V
THEN IF E(i) is satisfied by Y t
(4.2) THEN predict 1; IF mistake: add xi to S
(4.3) ELSE predict 0; IF mistake: E(i) := E(i) ∩ Y t
(4.4) ELSE predict 0; IF mistake: add xi to V
FIG. 1. Algorithm for learning 2-term RSE.
switching xi to 0 monomial m0 is no longer satisfied, whence c(Y t+1) = 0. Thus the prediction at (2.1)
can only be wrong if xi is not relevant.
Now, if xi is in exactly one monomial, say xi ∈ m0, then Y t+1 does not satisfy m0, and H (i) ⊇ m1.
Thus if Y t+1 satisfies H (i), it also satisfies m1 and one has c(Y t+1) = 1. If xi ∈ m0 ∩ m1 then Y t+1
cannot satisfy H (i) because then xi ∈ H (i). Thus a mistake at (2.2) only occurs if xi is not relevant. Now
consider a mistake at (2.3). If xi ∈ m0 ∩ m1 the prediction 0 is correct. If xi is in exactly one monomial,
say xi ∈ m0\m1, this mistake happens if m1 is satisfied by Y t+1, although H (i) is not. But then H (i)
is a proper superset of m1 and we remove from it all variables not satisfied by Y t+1. Observe, that no
variable from m1 is removed at this point. If xi is not relevant we also remove those variables from H (i).
S3. For the cases (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) we know that there is a possibly relevant variable x j which
is satisfied by neither Y t nor Y t+1. At (3.1), x j can still be in m0 ∩m1. A mistake at that point means that
c(Y t+1) = 1 and rules out this possibility. At (3.2) and (3.3) we definitely know that x j is not in m0 ∩m1.
Consider (3.2) first and assume that x j ∈ m0\m1. Then H ( j) ⊇ m1. Now as H ( j) is satisfied by Y t+1 so
is m1, but m0 is not as xt+1j = 0. Thus prediction 1 can only be wrong if x j is not relevant. At (3.3) H ( j)
is not satisfied by Y t+1. Assume that x j ∈ m0\m1, whence H ( j) ⊃ m1. As m0 is not satisfied by either
Y t or Y t+1, a mistake occurs only if Y t+1 satisfies m1. As shown for (2.3), one can remove variables
from H ( j). Also, in the case that x j is not relevant, variables are removed from H ( j), but in this case
the set H ( j) must not be a superset of a monomial, not even of the intersection of the monomials. In
(3.4) we know for every j = i that, if ytj = 0, then x j is not relevant. This means that Y t+1 satisfies all
relevant variables, whence the prediction 0 is correct.
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S4. Recall that S ⊆ m0 ∩ m1, whence we cannot make a mistake at (4.1). We claim that a mistake
at (4.2) can only happen if xi ∈ m0 ∩ m1. At this point we know that xi is a relevant variable (xi ∈ V )
and that Y t satisfies E(i). Assume that xi is in exactly one monomial, say xi ∈ m0\m1. Then E(i) ⊇ m0
and, whence Y t must satisfy m0 and m1, because c(Y t ) = 0. Switching xi to zero will leave m1 satisfied,
but not m0. Hence c(Y t+1) = 1 as predicted. Thus an error at (4.2) shows that xi ∈ m0 ∩ m1, and we can
add it to S. Now consider (4.3). We know that xi is relevant. Clearly, if xi ∈ m0 ∩ m1 then the prediction
is correct. Thus, a mistake occurs only if (wlog) xi ∈ m0\m1, whence E(i) ⊇ m0. As xt+1i = 0, we know
that Y t+1 does not satisfy m0. If c(Y t+1) = 1, then Y t+1 satisfies m1. But then Y t must have satisfied
both m0 and m1. On the other hand, Y t did not satisfy E(i), whence E(i) contains variables which are
not in m0 and some of them are not satisfied by Y t . Intersecting E(i) and Y t removes those variables.
Finally, consider (4.4). At this point we do not know whether xi is relevant, since xi /∈ V . Predicting
the same value c(Y t ) for c(Y t+1) can only result in a mistake if xi is relevant, whence it can be added
to V .
Examining all updates one can see that the conditions on the sets are always maintained, e.g., one
always has V ⊆ m0 ∪ m1 ⊆ R and xi ∈ m0\m1 ⇒ [H (i) ⊇ m1 and E(i) ⊇ m0]. Note that every mistake
results in an update of some set. Every update either removes at least one element from at least one
of the sets R, T , E(i), and H (i), or adds at least one to V or S. As the sizes of all these sets are
bounded between 0 and n, and there are O(n) sets, there can only be O(n2) updates and hence O(n2)
mistakes.
Note for exact learning that no further mistakes can occur if T = S, R = V , and the sets H (i) fall into
three classes such that either H (i) = S = H ( j), H (i) ∪ H ( j) = V and H (i) ∩ H ( j) = S, or H (i) = S.
Then every H (i) which is not equal to S corresponds to one of the monomials. If there are only two
types of H (i) left then one monomial is a submonomial of the other. If there is only one monomial left
then the target is a 1-term-RSE.
THEOREM 5.1. 2-term RSE is exactly mistake bound learnable from walks in Wn with O(n2) mistakes.
For learning k-term-RSE, k > 2, see the remarks at the end of the next section.
6. MISTAKE-BOUND LEARNING OF 2-TERM-DNF
A 2-term DNF is the disjunction of two monomials; e.g., (x1 ∧ x¯3) ∨ (x3 ∧ x¯4 ∧ x5). Our algorithm
will use intermediate hypotheses which are not 2-term DNF. As in Section 5 we will omit an explicit
definition of this hypothesis class.
For 2-term DNF we only need the sets V , R, T , and H (i). As negated variables are allowed, we have
one H (i) for each literal.
Let li = xi and ln+i = x¯ i , i = 1, . . . , n and let L = {l1, . . . , l2n} be the set of literals. Let m0 and m1 be
monomials over L , and let c = m0 ∨ m1 be the target concept. We identify a monomial with the set of
literals occurring in it. The literals in m0 ∪ m1 are called relevant. In order to extract information from
each mistake, we define the following sets that will be dynamically updated:
H (i) is initialized to L for i = 1, . . . , 2n. Then elements are removed, while the following condi-
tions are always maintained: If li occurs in exactly one monomial of c, say in m j , then H (i) ⊇ m1− j ;
if li occurs in both monomials then H (i) ⊇ m0 ∩ m1.
T is initialized to L . Then elements are removed, while the following condition is always main-
tained: T ⊇ (m0 ∩ m1).
R is initialized to L . Then elements are removed, while the following condition is always main-
tained: R ⊇ (m0 ∪ m1). So, R always includes the relevant literals.
V is initialized to ∅. Then elements are inserted, while the following condition is always maintained:
V ⊆ (m0 ∪ m1). So, V is always a subset of the relevant literals.
Note that 0 ≤ |H (i)|, |T |, |V |, |R| ≤ 2n. We say that H (i) is satisfied by example Y t if y j = 1 for
all x j ∈ H (i) and y j = 0 for all x¯ j ∈ H (i). Our algorithm can face four situations S1, S2, S3, S4 de-
scribed below. They are distinguished by the label of the last example and the bit-flip that creates the
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S2: c(Y t ) = 1, yti = 1 and yt+1i = 0.
IF xi ∈ V
THEN IF xi ∈ T
(2.1) THEN predict 0; IF mistake: remove xi from T
ELSE IF H (i) is satisfied by Y t+1;
(2.2) THEN predict 1;
(2.3) ELSE predict 0; IF mistake: H (i) := H (i) ∩ Y t+1
(2.4) ELSE predict 1; IF mistake: add xi to V
S3: c(Y t ) = 0, yti = 0 and yt+1i = 1.
IF ((there is a j = i , s.t. ytj = 0 and x j ∈ R) OR
(there is a j = i , s.t. ytj = 1 and x¯ j ∈ R))
(∗Wlog, we assume the first in the THEN-Part.∗)
THEN IF x j ∈ T
(3.1) THEN predict 0; IF mistake: remove x j from T
ELSE IF H ( j) is satisfied by Y t+1
(3.2) THEN predict 1; IF mistake: remove x j from R
(3.3) ELSE predict 0; IF mistake: H ( j) := H ( j) ∩ Y t+1
(3.4) ELSE predict 1
FIG. 2. Algorithm for learning 2-term DNF.
next example.
S1 c(Y t ) = 1, yti = 0 and yt+1i = 1.
S2 c(Y t ) = 1, yti = 1 and yt+1i = 0.
S3 c(Y t ) = 0, yti = 0 and yt+1i = 1.
S4 c(Y t ) = 0, yti = 1 and yt+1i = 0.
Note that we may restrict ourselves to two situations, one for each possible value of c(Y t ). We consider
S3 and S2 only and show how an update of one of the sets related to the literal xi can be obtained. In
situations S1 and S4 we consider the literal x¯ i instead, noting that the flip of yi from 1 to 0 has the same
implications on xi as the flip from 0 to 1 has on x¯ i and vice versa.
In Fig. 2 we describe for these two situations how the prediction of the next label is made. (The
prediction on the first example is arbitrary.) If we are in situation S3 and xi is not relevant then we
predict 0. This is correct, because even if x¯ i is relevant it cannot change the value of c to 1. The reason
is that this literal will change from 1 to 0 and hence cannot make a previously not satisfied monomial
satisfied. For the same reason the prediction 1 in S2 is always correct if xi is not relevant. Hence the
part of the algorithm described in Fig. 2 is executed only if xi ∈ R.
We now show that every mistake results in an update.
S2. At (2.1) xi is a relevant literal, but it is not yet clear if it belongs to m0 ∩ m1. However, a mistake
at this point occurs only if c(Y t+1) = 1 and xi = 0, whence xi /∈ m0 ∩ m1. At (2.2) and (2.3) we know
that xi occurs in exactly one monomial, say xi ∈ m0 \ m1. As yt+1i = 0 we know that m0 is not satisfied
by Y t+1. Then H (i) ⊇ m1 and if H (i) is satisfied by Y t+1 so is m1. Hence the prediction at (2.2) is
correct. On the other hand a mistake at (2.3) means that m1 is satisfied by Y t+1 but H (i) is not. Then
the update at (2.3) removes at least one literal from H (i). Finally a mistake at (2.4) means that the flip
of yi from 1 to 0 resulted in the same change of the value of c. As this cannot not be achieved by the
corresponding flip of x¯ i from 0 to 1, we know that xi is relevant.
S3. For the cases (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) we know that there is a possibly relevant literal which is
satisfied by neither Y t nor Y t+1. For notational convenience we assume that this literal is the unnegated
variable x j . At (3.1), x j can still be in m0 ∩ m1. A mistake at that point means that c(Y t+1) = 1 and
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rules out this possibility. At (3.2) and (3.3) we definitely know that x j is not in m0 ∩ m1. Consider (3.2)
first and assume that x j ∈ m0\m1. Then H ( j) ⊇ m1. Now as H ( j) is satisfied by Y t+1 so is m1, but
m0 is not as xt+1j = 0. Thus the prediction 1 can only be wrong if x j is not relevant. At (3.3) H ( j) is
not satisfied by Y t+1. Assume that x j ∈ m0\m1, whence H ( j) ⊃ m1. As m0 is not satisfied by either
Y t or Y t+1, a mistake occurs only if Y t+1 satisfies m1. As shown for (2.3), one can remove literals from
H ( j). Also, in the case that x j is not relevant, literals are removed from H ( j), but in this case the set
H ( j) must not be a superset of a monomial, not even of the intersection of the monomials. In (3.4) we
know for every j = i that, if ytj = 0, then x j is not relevant and if ytj = 1 then x¯ j is not relevant. This
means that Y t+1 satisfies all relevant literals, whence the prediction 1 is correct.
Examining all updates one can again see that the conditions on the sets are always maintained and
that every mistake results in an update of some set, whence there can be at most O(n2) updates and
hence O(n2) mistakes.
Here exact learning is not possible, because the algorithm cannot determine when T is equal to
m0 ∩ m1.
THEOREM 6.1. 2-term DNF is mistake bound learnable from walks in Wn with O(n2) mistakes.
Remark. It is not clear whether k-term DNF (or k-term RSE), k ≥ 3 is mistake bound learnable. If
one tries to modify the above algorithms more candidate sets are needed to handle the intersections of
subsets of terms. It is not obvious that an update of some set can be guaranteed on every mistake.
However, if one considers uniform random walks on the Boolean cube then there is an algorithm for
k-term DNF that makes few mistakes for most samples. That is, there is an algorithm A such that, for
all δ > 0, and all P in Pwalk,
P{x : NA, f (x) > p} < δ
for some p that grows polynomially in n and 1/δ. The proof of Theorem 3.1 can easily be extended to
show that this implies k-term DNF is learnable from Pwalk in the bounded mistake rate model. We only
outline the idea because we conjecture that learning is possible in the mistake bound model. Assume
the target c is a 3-term-DNF. Then there is a literal li such that setting li to 0 reduces c to a 2-term-DNF
(or a single monomial). One simply tries to learn this 2-term DNF as described above using only the
examples with li = 0. Mistakes on examples li = 1 are ignored. Considering a uniform random walk
we expect li = 0 for half of the examples. As we do not know which literal has the desired property
the same strategy is applied for every choice of li . Each strategy will produce a 2-term DNF, a single
monomial (possibly the intersection of some monomials of the target concept), or the empty set. One
has to check whether they can be consistently arranged into a 3-term DNF.
7. CONCLUSION
We have introduced an extension of the PAC model to samples generated by stochastic processes.
This is of practical interest because in many applications the examples appear in a sequence in which
successive observations are somehow related. In the examples of this paper we have shown how one
can exploit such relations to gain information comparable to that gained by membership queries. We
have also shown that it is even possible to find a specific representation of the target concept. This is
important in cases where the concept has to be “implemented” in some way.
There are a number of natural extensions of this research. It would be worthwhile investigating
geometrical learning problems in this setting. In the Boolean case, there are many other natural classes
of stochastic processes and function classes. Moreover, it seems worthwhile to further investigate the
relationship between PAC and query learning from this point of view.
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